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Access to Financial Services in BrazilWorld Bank Publications, 2004
There has been a growing awareness worldwide that financial exclusion reduces the potential welfare of individuals and the productivity of enterprises in an economy. This study focuses on the delivery of financial services to one of the world’s most important emerging financial markets, Brazil.
Despite concerns regarding diminishing bank...
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Chained Exploits: Advanced Hacking Attacks from Start to FinishAddison Wesley, 2009
The complete guide to today’s hard-to-defend chained attacks: performing them and preventing them
 

Nowadays, it’s rare for malicious hackers to rely on just one exploit or tool; instead, they use “chained” exploits that integrate multiple forms of attack to achieve...
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Fight Back Against Unfair Debt Collection PracticesFT Press, 2010

	This year, America’s enormous debt collection industry will make 1,000,000,000 collection calls. They will threaten. Lie. Mislead. Intimidate. Award-winning reporter Fred Williams went “undercover” inside one of its largest firms. Now, he reveals everything he learned—and shows exactly how to fight...
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Accounting for beginnersMeitav Self learning, 2013

	Basic accounting skills are necessary tools when dealing with finances. Understanding the basic concepts and methods used in accounting is critical for developing organizational skills. This e-Book will help guide you into this fascinating...
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Raspberry Pi Robotic ProjectsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Enter the wonderful world of Robotics via Raspberry Pi. Unlock the massive potential of this tiny PC with a step by step guide that will teach you everything from voice recognition to wireless control. Have fun!


	Overview

	
		Make your projects talk and understand speech with Raspberry Pi
	
		Use...
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Security Engineering: A Guide to Building Dependable Distributed SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	For generations, people have defined and protected their property and their privacy using locks, fences, signatures, seals, account books, and meters. These have been supported by a host of social constructs ranging from international treaties through national laws to manners and customs.


	This is changing, and quickly. Most records...
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Beginning ASP.NET 1.1 E-Commerce: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2004

	WELCOME TO BeginningASRNET 1.1 E-Commerce!The explosive growth ofretail over

	the Internet is encouraging more small- to medium-sized businesses to consider the

	benefits of setting up e-commerce web sites. While there are great and obvious

	advantages to trading online, there are also many hidden pitfalls that may be

	encountered...
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209 Fast Spare-Time Ways to Build Zero Cash into 7 Figures a Year in Real EstateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
More fortunes are built in real estate on borrowed money than in any other business. And you can build your fortune in real estate using borrowed money too–if you follow the advice and tips in this book.
Whether you’re making your first foray into real estate investing or have invested for a number of years, 209 Fast Spare-Time Ways...
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Microfinance, Risk-taking Behaviour and Rural LivelihoodSpringer, 2013

	Nearly 60 % of India’s mammoth 1.2 billion population lives in rural areas.

	Unfortunately, India’s rural population contributes only 8 % of the gross domestic

	product. India’s formal financial services sector is yet to meet the growing need of

	the rural population. The testimony is India’s booming informal...
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Raspberry Pi For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	
		Embrace the exciting new technology of Raspberry Pi!

	
		With the invention of the unique credit-card sized single-board computer, the Raspberry Pi, comes a new wave of hardware geeks, hackers, and hobbyists who are excited about the possibilities of the Raspberry Pi, and this is the perfect guide to get you started...
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Cloud Computing and SOA Convergence in Your Enterprise: A Step-by-Step GuideAddison Wesley, 2009

	Massive, disruptive change is coming to IT as Software as a Service (SaaS), SOA, mashups, Web 2.0, and cloud computing truly come of age. Now, one of the world’s leading IT innovators explains what it all means—coherently, thoroughly, and authoritatively.

	

	Writing for IT executives, architects, and developers...
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MCSE Designing a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory and Network Infrastructure Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 70-297)Que, 2003
          Leave nothing to chance, Exam Cram 2 provides the information needed to pass Exam 70-297!       

	
    Known for its concise and focused instruction on what readers need to know to pass the 70-297 exam. 

    
	
    ...
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